The Natsal-SF is a psychometrically validated measure of sexual function for use in community health surveys, derived from 17 questions reflecting three components of sexual function. Scoring requires knowledge of complex statistical modeling and, given the methodological complexities, we assessed the validity of two simplified scoring methods calculated using the factor loadings produced when originally modeling the Natsal-SF items. Method 1 uses these factor loadings to three decimal places, while method 2 assigns whole numbers to each item based on the factor loadings. Scores from these simplified methods are compared to the original score using correlation coefficients, by comparing the distributions and the scores of each method in a linear regression model with key variables. We found scores from the simplified methods both correlate highly with the original score, and the distributions of scores closely match. The simplified methods result in different regression coefficients for gender and relationship context but estimate the coefficients of all other variables similarly to the original method. While the Natsal-SF should ideally be scored using latent variable modeling, the simplified methods perform well so can be used in similar contexts, increasing the utility of the Natsal-SF and enabling future studies to measure sexual function more comprehensively.
Quality-of-life surveys and epidemiological surveys of common conditions often wish to measure sexual (dys)-function as an explanatory or outcome measure (Boul, 2007; McCabe et al., 2010; . Many measures for assessing sexual (dys)function exist, but few are brief, acceptable in nonclinical settings, and relevant to diverse sexual lifestyles (Mitchell, Ploubidis, Datta, & Wellings, 2012) . The Natsal-SF is a brief, multidimensional measure that was developed specifically for assessing sexual function in community health surveys of men and women (Mitchell et al., 2012; . The 17-item (16 per gender) Natsal-SF was first used to assess sexual function in the British population in the third National Survey of Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles (Natsal-3) . However, the current scoring method for the Natsal-SF is difficult to calculate without expertise in statistical modeling. This article examines the validity of two simplified methods for scoring the Natsal-SF based on alternate uses of the factor loadings produced from the original model-based sexual function scores. The results from these simplified scoring methods are compared to those from the model-based method, the advantages and disadvantages of the three scoring approaches are discussed, and a flowchart showing how to use the simpler methods is presented.
Method
Natsal-3 is a national probability sample survey of 15,162 people (57.7% response rate) aged 16 to 74, resident in Britain, undertaken between September 2010 and August 2012. Details of the methodology and question wording are published elsewhere (Erens et al., 2014; Mercer et al., 2013) . Briefly, and of relevance to this article, Natsal-3 was administered as a computerassisted personal interview in participants' homes, and used computer-assisted self-interview for the more sensitive questions, including those used to derive the Natsal-SF. These questions reflect three components of sexual function: (1) problems with sexual response experienced for three or more months in the past year, (2) sexual function in the relationship context, and (3) participants' appraisals of their sex lives Mitchell et al., 2012) .
The Natsal-SF scores were originally derived using a general-specific latent variable model in which a global latent factor accounts for the variation in all Natsal-SF items and three specific factors account for the variation in the three components of sexual function (Mitchell et al., 2012) . Participants who were sexually active but not in a relationship for all of the past year were not asked the questions on sexual function in the relationship context, so the Full Information Maximum Likelihood method was used to impute their data for these items . They were regarded as having hypothetical relationships; their answers in relation to their hypothetical relationships were assumed to be the same as participants who gave the same responses on other items of the Natsal-SF. The model produced latent sexual function scores for each participant, with a score of approximately zero representing mean sexual function for the British general population. Mitchell and colleagues (2013) inverted the sexual function scores so that a lower score indicated lower sexual function, but here we leave the score in its original format such that higher scores indicate lower sexual function.
We calculated alternative Natsal-SF scores using two simplified scoring methods. Method 1 (M1) uses the factor loadings to three decimal places from the global factor produced by the model-based method to weight each item response for each participant. Items with a Likert format are scored from 0 to 1 with equal intervals between each response option. The factor loading for each item with a Likert-type response is multiplied by the appropriate item score. These scores are then summed to produce a total sexual function score. Method 2 (M2) uses whole numbers to score each item instead of factor loadings. Scores for each component are summed and, if necessary, standardized to represent the weight given to the component in the original model. The scores from each component are then summed to produce a total sexual function score. For both methods, participants without data for the partnership component have their score standardized to the same scale range as scores for participants with full information.
For both M1 and M2, the raw scores were transformed into standard-normal distributions by square rooting and standardizing each score to enable comparisons with the approximately standard-normal distribution of the model-based score. Pearson correlation coefficients for the two raw scores, the standardnormal scores, and the model-based sexual function score were calculated. The distributions were also described with regard to their range, mean, median, variance, skewness, and kurtosis.
The model-based score and the two standard-normal scores were then used in univariate linear regression analysis with key variables examined in a previous article . For simplicity, regression coefficients with overlapping confidence intervals indicate no statistically significant difference between the model-based score and the standard-normal score (M1 and M2). The fewer the differences, the more reliable the standard-normal score. Formal statistical comparisons of these regression coefficients were used to assess the accuracy of using overlapping confidence intervals as markers of significant differences; these data are not shown.
Results
Of all participants in the Natsal-3 study, 11,472 (75.7%) had been sexually active in the past year (reported at least one sexual partner in the year prior to interview), answered all relevant questions enabling us to derive a Natsal-SF score for them, and were eligible for the analysis presented here. Of these, 4,163 (36.3%) participants were not in a sexual relationship for the whole of the past year and had their relationship component estimated for the model-based score. Table 1 gives the score for each of the 17 items used to derive the Natsal-SF and the maximum possible score for each of the two simpler methods. The Appendix is a flowchart that gives potential users a step-by-step guide to using the two simpler methods.
The scores for M1 and M2 correlated highly with the model-based score (raw 0.8613; standard-normal 0.9013 for M1, raw 0.8813; standard-normal 0.9145 for M2); see Figure 1 The gap between the minimum score and the next score and the peak that these zero scores generate accounts for the difference in skewness and kurtosis, respectively. The standard-normal distribution for M1 better matches the model-based distribution in mean, median, variance, and skewness, while the distribution for M2 NATSAL-SF MEASURE OF SEXUAL FUNCTION The regression coefficients produced with the modelbased score were similar to the coefficients produced using the standard-normal scores for M1 and M2 across the previously identified key variables (Table 2) . However, the scores performed differently across gender and relationship context. M1 and M2 suggest that women have significantly higher sexual function scores than men (where higher scores indicate lower sexual function), while the model-based score shows that women have higher sexual function scores, but that the difference is not significant. The coefficients for women for M1 and M2 are significantly different from the coefficient for the model-based score. The model-based score coefficients for those who are not currently in a relationship indicate that they have higher sexual function scores than those who are living together or in a noncohabiting relationship. In contrast, the coefficients produced by M1 and M2 suggest that there is no difference between those not in a relationship and those who are living together. The coefficients for M1 and M2 for those not in a relationship are significantly different from the model-based coefficients. The differences in all regression coefficients are supported by formal statistical comparisons, both within and across methods.
Discussion
The simplified scoring methods described here enable researchers without statistical modeling expertise or specialized software to use the Natsal-SF-a novel, validated, multidimensional measure of sexual function designed for community surveys (Mitchell et al., 2012; . The two methods result in distributions similar to that of the original model-based sexual function score, correlate highly with the original score, and have similar relationships with previously identified key variables as observed for the original score . M2 performs slightly better than M1, is simpler to calculate, and so is the preferred 
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method for use in future research. However, the scores generated from M1 and M2 differ from the model-based score in two ways.
While statistically the distributions of the simplified scores are similar to the distribution of the model-based score, the visual differences are more pronounced. Participants with no sexual function problems appear around the lower-bound tail of the model-based distribution because of the influence of other variables and covariance terms, but score zero in the simplified distributions resulting in a peak of zero scores and a gap between the next score. This explains the difference in both kurtosis and skewness between the simplified distributions and the model-based distribution.
The simplified scores also differ from the modelbased score in gender and relationship context. However, the gender differences are not large, and the coefficients are in the same direction as the model-based score; because analysis is conventionally split by gender, these differences are unlikely to be important. The difference in relationship context is almost entirely due to the model-based method using imputed data for participants who were not in a relationship during the past year, while the simplified methods standardized scores without partnership data to the same scale as those with partnership data. This will unlikely be fixed without complex methods of data imputation, but in subsequent analysis may be lessened by controlling for relationship context.
The Natsal-SF was originally designed to measure and study the distribution of sexual function in the British population. The alternate scoring methods simplify deriving a sexual function score to increase the utility of the Natsal-SF measure. However, the factor loadings used to derive the simplified scores are specific to the British population and may differ in other populations and cultural contexts. There may also be issues translating the Natsal-SF items, which could result in a differently weighted model. As the simplified scoring methods are based on factor loadings derived from the Natsal-3 sample, they may be less reliable in these settings. Consequently, studies using the Natsal-SF would ideally model the score using a general-specific model, as we originally did , to accurately understand sexual function in their study population. However, this may not be feasible for smaller study populations, as complex statistical modeling typically requires large samples to produce representative population scores. Standard-normal scores for the two simplified methods were used in these analyses for scaled comparison with the model-based score. However, raw scores would further ease interpretation, with a clear zero score where higher scores indicate poorer sexual function, and should be used instead of standard-normal scores. Finally, we do not recommend individual assessment using these simplified scoring methods as the resulting score would have no clinical relevance or meaning. The score can be considered relative only to sexual function in a study population.
Future studies that use a general-specific model with the Natsal-SF measure will each produce their own set of factor loadings. These loadings may vary across populations but are likely to produce similar patterns to the Natsal-3 population. Such research would further validate using the simplified scoring methods across different populations and further increase the utility of the Natsal-SF in epidemiological research. In the meantime, we hope that the flowchart presented in the Appendix will be a useful resource for researchers wishing to employ either of the simplified Natsal-SF measures.
